13:17:09 From Barbara: I am curious about whether schools are doing anything different in light of the George Floyd killing and the protests. Are schools offering support in a new or different way?
13:33:01 From Ind-SD Dawn Crock: LOVE the sip and see idea! SELF CARE so important.. thanks LEX!!
13:33:29 From Carlos Aponte-Salcedo: Resource Lexington put together for today’s attendees
13:53:29 From Carlos Aponte-Salcedo: Resource Lexington put together for today’s attendees
13:54:03 From dtaylor: Thank you!
13:54:12 From Bethany VanBebber: Thank you Carlos!
13:55:46 From Toyah Robey to Jeff Bravin - ASD (Privately): Thank you Carlos :)
13:56:02 From Toyah Robey: Thank you Carlos :) 
13:56:50 From Carlos Aponte-Salcedo: THANK YOU JESSICA! :) 
13:57:14 From Bethany VanBebber: Thank you Jessica— and thank you to the interpreters!
13:57:33 From Autumn Hoyt: Thank you!
13:57:50 From Brian Watkins: Yes Thank you Carlos, Jessica, and Interpreters!